
The Allen Lightning 40th Anniversary National Championships 2018 

The weather gods were playing tricks with us all week before the event with threats of gales and 

terrible weather but this had not put off the 24 boats that had pre entered. Unfortunately it may 

have had some effect on the fact we were joined by just one more entry on the day!  

Friday night saw the hardy core of the fleet meet at Northampton for pre drinks and yes it was 

certainly blowing dogs off leads that evening. However the following day dawned and it was lighter 

for sure and certainly sailable! Sunday was still uncertain with 40mph winds predicted, so most hit 

the water thinking this was going to be a one day event. 

As we lined up for race one it was a very port biased line with only one place to start, which we 

would get used to over the next few races. Marcus Ingram returning to the fleet put his borrowed 

Mk1 Giles club boat in the right place by the pin and headed left. However with the breeze still up 

Simon Hopkins started to climb over the top of him. In the ensuing taking battle between these two 

no one noticed Penny Yarwood go hard left and sail in to lead both of them at the first mark. Despite 

Paul White then Robbie Claridge sailing passed Simon, Penny had enough of an advantage to take 

race one. Marcus came home 5th and Jason Gallagher 6th. 

Race two and it was the same culprits by the pin, however this time it was John Claridge who came 

in from the left to be first the windward mark ahead of Simon, Robbie, Marcus and Paul. Robbie 

once again used his superior down wind speed to pass Simon and challenge his Dad. This must have 

spurred John on as these 2 pulled away from the rest but despite constant pressure John held on for 

the win from Robbie whilst Simon held Paul off for 3rd and Jeremy Cooper rounded out the top 5. 

After lunch the wind had dropped considerable and was trying to make its mind up which direction it 

wanted to blow from, leaving some big patches on the course. These are the ones the author is 

really good at finding so not sure what happed up the front except Robbie secured his first win of 

the weekend ahead of Paul and Penny. Matt Pickett, another returning Lightning sailor found the 

lighter winds much to his liking and came home 4th ahead of Marcus. 

For race 4 the wind had steadied and found its direction so after a course realignment the fleet was 

off on yet another very port biased line. After a general recall Marcus took the pin for the 4th time 

that day and headed left. This time he resisted the urge to hedge right, judged the left lay line 

perfectly and rounded first ahead of the chasing pack which had some new faces this race in 

Caroline Hollier and Mark Langston. However nothing could stop Robbie moving through to 2nd and 

Simon managed to hold off Caroline and Mark for 3rd in the dying breeze. 

So as the fleet retired to the clubhouse there had been a different winner of every race with a 

standard Mark 1 Giles boat leading everyone home in the last race. Overnight the leaders were 

Robbie, Paul then Simon. We awaited the decision of the weather gods to see if we could race on 

the Sunday. Sunday dawned, whilst not sunny, there was certainly no wind. A lot of head scratching 

was going on as people recalled only the night before a forecast of 30mph + winds. This was to be 

decided by 2 races in light shifty winds.   

In race 5 it was once again hard for the author to see what was going on at the front of the fleet. 

Needless to say it was the lightweights, a club the author is not a member off, who were off at the 

front. I am sure there was lots of close racing and position switching but who knows? The result was 



Robbie took his second win of the weekend ahead of Penny and Mark once again had a strong race 

in 3rd ahead of John and Jeremy. 

For the final race I have to say the author excelled himself to find the biggest hole of the day just to 

the right of the windward mark and watched the entire fleet sail passed from the left. At least I had 

good company in Mark who had been up the front in the preceding race. At the front Paul lead from 

John, Robbie and Penny. Rob slipped past John set of in pursuit of Paul and as Penny was about to 

do the same John decided he had enough of being passed to windward and in the following antics 

Penny failed to keep clear and had to do turns during which she capsized dropping her out of 

contention. This did however let Jason Gallagher through into 4th. At the front Paul led until the last 

leg when Robbie managed to get through for his 3rd win. 

Overall Robbie Claridge retained his National Title with Paul White once again runner up, that’s 3 

years running and 5 times now Paul has been the bridesmaid. Good job he is getting married next 

year at least he can be promoted to Groom. Penny came home 3rd and took the ladies title again 

ahead of John Claridge in 4th and 1st Veteran. 5th Marcus Ingram in the first Giles boat and 6th Simon 

Hopkins taking the newly presented Masters trophy. The Silver fleet was won by Jeremy Cooper and 

Josh Hemmingway-Lawson was first junior. 

Many Thanks to Allen who not only supply great fittings found across all new boats but they 

generously provided prizes for the top 3 and sp0t prizes for the everyone else. 

As the event closed on the 40th Anniversary Nationals, we are all in agreement the class has close 

competitive racing as always. The new mark 3 hulls produced by John Claridge have certainly given 

the class a boost but as Paul proved with his mark 2 and Marcus proved with his Mk1 Giles any boat  

can still compete with a decent nut loose on the tiller.  

Simon Hopkins 

 

 

 

 

 

 


